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Clustering statistics measurements provide us model testing for different gravity variants. We apply this method while searching for clear deviations from General Relativity in terms of statistics on large-scale structure.
We investigate various redshift ranges and target selecion functions. Found modified gravity signals can be then confronted with existing sky surveys results.

Hierarchical amplitudes

Models

The angular J-th point hierarchical amplitudes are defined as follows:

We have used ELEPHANT (Extended LEnsing PHysics with ANalytical ray Tracing)
numerical dark matter N − body simulation (Cautun et al. (2018)).
Assumed cosmology is WMAP9. Standard (General Relativity) and models assuming
two modified gravity scenarios are taken into account:

These estimators describe how the distribution obtained from CiC is deformed with
respect to Gaussian distribution. Therefore the effects of gravitational instability
is captured.

Galaxy simulation results were created using Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD)
with parameters based on Manera et al. (2013).

Lightcones and catalogs

In order to transfer raw simulation boxes outputs into an observer-frame
environment, we construct full sky lightcones. We use box replication based
on pure translations with no additional transformations.
Objects from i−th snapshot are spreading in a shell around the observer.
Its comoving distance lower and upper limits DCmin/max can be defined
as half-distances between analyzed and adjacent snapshots. Final lightcone
is made of all shells included.
In order to create catalogs we assume specific angular and redshift cuts. We create
catalogs with full sky or 40×40 deg angular cuts. The second option requires creating
n=8 sky chunks which maximize the so − called catalog effective volume. Due to the
implemented box replications catalogs contain many copies of the same structures.
Effective volume measures the independent volume of the catalog relative to the
volume of one simulation box.

Figures show dark matter halos second order angular correlations at the redshift range
(z in [0.01,0.17]). The left plot shows 40x40 deg sky cut with Veff=0.02 while the right
one contains the same results, but for full sky and Veff=0.46. Models most differing from
standard gravity were selected. Lower panel shows values relative to GR.

Averaged correlations

We work with the angular correlations since it omit the redshift − space distortions
issue. We calculate central moments of distributions of objects enclosed within
randomly placed circles with a radius using a Counts-in-Cells (CiC) method.
The J − th order moment is defined as follows:

where nC is a number of circles, ni is a number of objects found within i − th circle and
<n> is an arithmetic mean of numbers of found objects. We calculate connected
moments and correct them for shot − noise since the discreteness effects are becoming
noticeable on the scales which we investigate. The corrected and averaged J − th order
correlation function is written as:

where k stands for shot − noise corrected moments.

Above: correlations up to 6-th order for dark matter halos, GR and F5 models. Selected
redshift is: [0.25,0.39]. Maximized Veff=0.79.
Down: positions of sky cuts maximizing the effective volume for current redshift range.
Overlapping areas are marked with yellow.

Galaxies hierarchical amplitudes
for [0.25,0.39] redshift ranges, maximized
Veff=0.79. Left: third order values, models
comparison. Right: {3-9}-th order magnitudes for GR and F5.
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